
SINGLE LOCKING
Press the lock button on the Smart key briefly
to single lock the vehicle and activate the
perimeter alarm. The hazard warning lamps will
flash to confirm.

Single locking secures the vehicle and prevents
the doors from being opened from the outside.
The doors may still be unlocked and opened
from inside the vehicle. In this state, only the
perimeter alarm is activated. See 12,
PERIMETER ALARM.

Note: This setting should be used in
circumstances, such as travelling on a ferry,
when pets are to be left in the vehicle, or if a
window must be left open etc.

Note: Always secure your vehicle when left
unattended. Where possible, always secure your
vehicle to the maximum available level of
security.

DOUBLE LOCKING
Never double lock the vehicle with
people, children, or pets inside. In the
event of an emergency they would be
unable to escape and the emergency
services would be unable to release
them quickly.

Press the lock button on the Smart key twice
within 3 seconds to double lock the vehicle and
activate the full alarm system. The hazard
warning lamps will flash twice to confirm and
a double lock tone will sound..

Double locking secures the vehicle and prevents
the doors being opened from inside or outside
of the vehicle. The doors cannot be unlocked
or opened from inside the vehicle when double
locked.

This provides extra security if the vehicle is left
unattended. The vehicle cannot be opened by
breaking a window and operating the door locks
from inside. Additionally, double locking also
activates the full alarm system. See 12, FULL
ALARM.

Note: In this state, an open window or sunroof
will cause the alarm to sound due to the
movement of air currents. For this reason, make
sure that all windows and the sunroof are fully
closed before double locking the vehicle.

PERIMETER ALARM
The perimeter alarm system is activated when
the vehicle is single locked. See12, SINGLE
LOCKING. Once activated, the alarm system will
sound if;

• the bonnet, tailgate or a door is opened.

• the engine START/STOP button is pressed
without a valid Smart key present.

If the vehicle is fitted with a battery backed-up
sounder, the sounder will sound if the battery
is disconnected, or an attempt is made to
disconnect the sounder.

FULL ALARM
The full alarm system is activated when the
vehicle is double locked. See 12, DOUBLE
LOCKING. Once activated the alarm system will
sound if:

• The bonnet, tailgate or a door are opened.

• Movement is detected within the vehicle
interior.

• The vehicle is raised or tilted.

If the vehicle is fitted with a battery backed-up
sounder, the alarm system will also sound if:

• The vehicle battery is disconnected.

• An attempt is made to disconnect the
battery backed-up sounder.
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Exiting the vehicle
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